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Mono 
Bench



SUPPORT 
WHAT 
MATTERS 
MOST

Meet Mono: The smart 2nd 
generation bench system for 
today’s talent worker
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FUTURE-PROOF 
RESILIENCE

Longer occupation and regular reconfiguration; 

more is demanded of the workplace desk, and  

it needs to stay looking good. Mono’s triple  

beam, 60mm frame system brings a rock-like 

stability, with resilience to continual breakdown 

and rebuild.



Sitting is unhealthy – it’s a fact. Mono 

sit-stand upgrade can be fitted to any 

position making it easier to provide a 

personalised approach to the welfare of 

your most valuable asset.

SUPPORT 
WELL-BEING
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LEARN TO LOVE 
UNEXPECTED 

CHANGE WITH 
MONO’S SLIDING 

BEAM SYSTEM.  

CAN-DO 
MONO

Today’s workplace changes fast. 

Need fewer desks? More? Narrower 

positions? Added storage? Choose a 

system that adapts as fast as you do.
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Need something special 
to make it work for you? 
Spacestor’s wholly-owned 
British and American factories 
mean customisations are 
easy and welcomed.

MAKE IT 
YOUR WAY
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SYNERGISE.  
DO MORE 

A TRUE 
TEAM PLAYER

Mono creates landscapes, neighbourhoods 

and zones by seamlessly integrating with 

storage, dividers, lockers and seating. Its ability 

to work with other furniture reduces cost, 

improves aesthetics and delivers a complete 

and coordinated workplace solution.
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Conformed to British Standards

Mono has been designed with sit-

stand built in, not added on. Retro-fit 

height-adjustable into any position 

to give ultimate user welfare, budget 

control and future flexibility.

Spacestor’s patented safety mechanism: The gap-free, fail-safe solution to the hazard created by powered rise-fall desking.

1. 2.

4.3.

5.

MONO RETRO-FIT SIT-STAND
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MONO SCREEN SYSTEM MONO ACCESSORIES

Choice of screens Mono desk-end storage

Freestanding frameless Paper tray

Frame mounted screen system Under-desk pedestal

System frameless Monitor arm

Three screen systems 

including a frame mounted 

option for ultimate strength 

and stability.

Choice of desk-end storage 

including cupboards, lockers 

and recycling points.

Modesty panel

System frame with toolbar Caddy



ADJUSTABLE MONO 
BEAM SYSTEM

Mono’s sliding beam 

system facilitates quick 

and simple adjustments 

using existing components. 

Add positions, remove or 

change size – this desk is 

designed for the long haul 

giving you ultimate flexibility 

and efficiency with up to 

2.8m between spans.
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MONO CABLE MANAGEMENT

The distinctive adjustable 

beam system and optional 

drop down cable tray makes 

cabling fast and efficient. Example configuration 

6 x 1400mm

Quick reconfiguration

6 x 1200mm and storage unit



Find Mono online, and download 

the CAD blocks at spacestor.com

All dimensions in inches are nominal.

Technical info

Single sided configurations

/   White powdercoated 60mm square leg frame with adjustable feet

/   Frame can be powdercoated to any RAL colour for a project quantity

/   2mm matching PVC edging as standard

/   Integrated height adjustable cable tray

Finishes

Frame  Silver; White; other RAL colours available 

MFC 1  Maple, Light Oak, Bureau Oak, Steamed Beech,   

 White, Light Grey

MFC 2  Walnut, Cherry, Ash

MFC 3  Dark Cordoba Olive, Driftwood, Graphite, Titanium,  

 Black, Cream, Gloss White

Other  Please contact us for more details

Options

Mesh modesty panels available in various options Personalised modesty panel availableSingle and double sided cable tray

Mobile pedestals

Mono desk-end storage

Double sided configurations
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SPECIFICATIONS

Technical Drawings For CAD blocks, please visit www.spacestor.com

800 - 2000mm  (31”- 78”)

600mm  (24”)
700mm  (27”)
800mm  (31”)

MFC 1 Finishes

Leg finishes

Central riser cover - per pair 

Screen pin    

80mm dia circular silver plastic cable port 

Steel cable riser  

Modesty panel    

Accessories, options & upcharges 

Beech Oak Maple

Square - SilverSquare - White

Light GreyWhite



CONTACT US  
TO COLLABORATE  

ON YOUR PROJECT

sales@spacestor.com
London +44 (0)20 8997 7899  /  Los Angeles 310 410 0220

SPACESTOR. 
MAKE WORKSPACE EASY.
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Hotlocker - Flexible, modular, secure personal  

storage system with designer appeal.

Railway Carriage - Standalone meeting pod with 

integrated seating, power, connectivity and lighting.

Pods Storage

Smart Walls Desking

Zee - Unique wooden bench desk that scores 

highly on both looks and functionality.

Snugglestor - An informal perch, offering an 

inspirational area for creative work.


